NEW PHOTOGRAPHY FROM CLAY JORDAN AND THE BEST GRADUATES OF 2018
– PLUS TICKETS TO THE LONDON ART FAIR 2019
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NEW PHOTOGRAPHY – WINTER 2018

UNTITLED 4 AND UNTITLED 20, 2016 – CLAY JORDAN
“Nothing’s Coming Soon” is the first photography monograph by artist Clay Jordan. The images were primarily made in
the American South within the last five years. The themes of death, mortality, and decay are counterbalanced with images
of grace and unmitigated beauty. What emerges is a poetic, existential meditation on the human condition. “Nothing’s
Coming Soon” will be published in February, 2019 by Fall Line Press.

UNTITLED 12 AND UNTITLED 16, 2016 – CLAY JORDAN
‘…He became a connoisseur of the chance and waywardness that would bring the photographer, all randomly, to these
ensigns of a wisdom beyond him. Not for nothing would the photographer stop at nothing, sensing in the small perusal,
the happenstance glance, the opportunity to allow a little of the filter and glitter of the sky to rain on the steps leading
to nowhere, on the blank field, on the blue bra strap.’ – Extract from introduction to ‘Nothing’s Comin Soon’ by critic
Alexander Nemerov .

UNTITLED 11 AND UNTITLED 1, 2016 – CLAY JORDAN
Clay Jordan is a photographer and musician who has exhibited widely both nationally and internationally. He currently
resides in Athens, Georgia where he teaches photography at the University of Georgia. His first monograph, “Nothing’s
Coming Soon”, will be published in February of 2019 by Fall Line Press. It is available to pre-order here. To view more of
Clay’s series, an online exhibition of his work can be viewed here.

TOBY WONG & HERMAN RAHMAN
Following on from the success of previous showcases, Crane Kalman Brighton has once again scoured colleges and
universities the length and breadth of the country to bring together a new selection of some of the most interesting and
diverse photographic talents to emerge from 2018. Cream 2018: A Showcase of Graduate Photography Talent runs until
14th December at the Brighton Centre for Photography, University of Brighton.

SADIE CATT & FLANNERY O’KAFKA
(previous page) Toby Wong (Middlesex University) - Building upon Heidegger’s theory of the everydayness, Toby’s
pictures are immersed in ordinary occurrences, but through his lens they have a slightly surreal undertone. Herman
Rahman (London College of Communication) - ‘Han’ deals with the allegations that the United States military used
biological weapons during the Korean War.
(this page) Sadie Catt (UWE Bristol) – ‘Woodstock’ focuses on the inhabitants of a small town near Ontario, Canada. The
work is rooted in a personal exploration of the artist’s family’s traumatic past and its lasting effect. Flannery O’Kafka
(Glasgow School of Art) - Flannery constructs a fractured family album that hangs somewhere between an emotional
document and a fiction that intends to bridge the disconnect between her possible futures and histories.

BALINT MARJAI & JAKE KEHAR GILL
Balint Marjai (University of Brighton) – ‘Threshold’ explores the psychological and social aspects of back-stages and the
transitional spaces between the day to day life of musicians and the stage.
Jake Kehar Gill (University of Westminster) - In ‘Toeing the Line’, Jake explores the human body and the limits of our
physical restraints through vibrant images and unusual postures.

NEWS
Gallery Update

Recommended Exhibitions

Crane Kalman Brighton will be exhibiting
at the London Art Fair, Islington Business
Design Centre from 16th -20th January
2018. We will be showing new works by
gallery artists Karine Laval, Ellie Davies
and Giacomo Brunelli, and vintage
prints by Michael Ormerod. The gallery
will be in its new location on the
main Mezzanine floor - Stand G21. For
complimentary tickets, please email
enquiries@cranekalmanbrighton.com

The Taylor Wessing Photographic
Portrait Prize is the leading international
photographic
portrait
competition,
celebrating and promoting the very best
in contemporary portrait photography.
The winner of the £15,000 prize this year
is Alice Mann for her series of portraits
of drum majorettes in South Africa. The
exhibition runs until 27 January 2019 at
the National Portrait Gallery, London WC2
Fires 9, 2018 by ELlie Davies

We are thrilled that Ellie Davies’ new series
‘Fires’ has just won two prestigious awards
- Best Series in the Landscapes & Seascapes
category at the 12th annual Julia Margaret
Cameron Awards and Professional Fine Art
series Winner at the 12th Pollux Awards.

Man with Newspaper - Michael Ormerod.

Wakiesha Titus and Riley Van Harte, Cape Town, South Africa, 2018
from the series Drummies by Alice Mann © Alice Mann
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